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Abstract

  This document describes the use of the location/identity separation
  protocol (LISP) for performing on-path scaling and service-selection
  in environments where off-path cloud based web measures do not perform
  well. Scaling and service-selection is achieved by abstracting
  multipoint queue/channel socket communication objects, addressed by
  well known or algorithmic endpoint identifiers (EID).
  Multipoint sockets are decoupled from specific user-space processes,
  are portable between hosts and network locations. Portability applied
  by system management according to global considerations, relies on the
  LISP network for on-path steering between roaming clients and elastic
  functional processing. Interoperable on-path scaling is achieved by
  application specific socket addressing scheme.

Status of This Memo

  This Internet-Draft is submitted in full conformance with the
  provisions of BCP 78 and BCP 79.

  Internet-Drafts are working documents of the Internet Engineering
  Task Force (IETF).  Note that other groups may also distribute
  working documents as Internet-Drafts. The list of current Internet-
  Drafts is at https://datatracker.ietf.org/drafts/current/.

  Internet-Drafts are draft documents valid for a maximum of six months
  and may be updated, replaced, or obsoleted by other documents at any
  time.  It is inappropriate to use Internet-Drafts as reference
  material or to cite them other than as "work in progress."
  This Internet-Draft will expire on February 28,2023.
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   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents
   (https://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document.  Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with respect
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   include Simplified BSD License text as described in Section 4.e of
   the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without warranty as
   described in the Simplified BSD License.
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1.  Introduction

  Next generation Internet of Things (IoT), Augmented/Virtual Reality
  (AR/VR) applications involve sensors and clients moving across access
  anchors back-ended by processing functions elastically allocated per
  activity across low-latency, high north-south capacity edge locations.
  Traditional off-path Domain Name Service (DNS)resolutions and
  Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) redirects, used for services-
  selection and scaling do not function well in these environments.
  Behavior in edge environments differs from that of centralized clouds
  which contain changes preventing mass cached resolutions invalidation.
  Redirects which are not co-located within clouds tend to oscillate hot
  spots across locations and recover slowly from location disconnects.
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  This document describes the use of the location/identity separation
  protocol (LISP) for performing on-path scaling and service-selection
  in environments where off-path cloud based web measures do not perform
  well. Scaling and service-selection is achieved by abstracting
  multipoint queue/channel socket communication objects, addressed by
  well known or algorithmic endpoint identifiers (EID).
  Multipoint sockets are decoupled from specific user-space processes,
  are portable between hosts and network locations. Portability applied
  by system management according to global considerations, relies on the
  LISP network for on-path steering between roaming clients and elastic
  functional processing. Interoperable on-path scaling is achieved by
  application specific socket addressing scheme

  Portable multipoint queues and channels abstraction:

  Queue sockets assemble application frames from packets uploaded by
  multiple EID sources using the LISP stack through re-tunneling router
  (RTR) configured upon instantiation or delegation. Assembled frames
  are made available from socket to user space functional processing.

  Channel sockets receive application frames and theme EIDs. Frames are
  segmented into packets and transmitted using the LISP stack via a
  configured RTR for delivery by signal-free (s,g) multicast [RFC8378].

 Off-Peak Socket Allocation
 Packed on less locations
   _  _    _  _
  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----
  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----              Peak Socket Allocation
  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----      Spread across more compute locations
  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----       _  _    _  _    _  _    _  _
  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----      / \/ \  / \/ \  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----
  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----      \_/\_/  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----
  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----      / \/ \  / \/ \  / \/ \  / \/ \  ----
  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----      \_/\_/  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  \_/\_/  ----
   ^  ^    ^  ^   ^  ^       ^ ^     ^  ^    ^  ^    ^  ^   ^  ^
   Site   Site  Standby     Site    Site    Site    Site  Standby

  Figure 1: Dynamic allocation of sockets across locations per activity
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2. Definition of Terms

  Based on [RFC9300][RFC9301]

  Edge Computing: a distributed computing paradigm that brings
     computation closer to the sources of data. This is expected to
     improve response times and save bandwidth. Programability of edge
     computing can be associated with Internet of Things (IOT)
     applications.

  Edge Traffic Steering: Traffic steering defines the different paths
     that application traffic can take to traverse the network.
     Destination zone is also determined by these paths. In edge
     computing traffic steering can be used for network-based service
     selection.

  Socket: is a software structure within a network node of a computer
     network that serves as an endpoint for sending and receiving data
     across the network. Typical Unix sockets are coupled with specific
     processes, however this document does not assume this model. A
     functional and more portable programming model may be used to
     access sockets structure.

  EndpointIdentifier (EID): is a source and destination address of hosts
     in a typical LISP network. In this document EIDs are used to
     distinguish between socket objects regardless of the host they are
     instantiated in right now.

  PortableQueueEID: an EID-addressable socket interface assembling point
     to point and multipoint to point application frames to user space
     from the LISP packet interface.

  PortableChannelEID: an EID-addressable socket interface segmenting
     point to multipoint and multipoint to multipoint application frames
     from user space to the LISP interface.

  SensorEID: the EID of a connected sensor which uploads
     data and media frames for curation and processing.

  ClientEID: the EID of a client subscribed to a published service
     (EID Source, EID theme).
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3.  Deployment Assumptions

   (1) An application defines an EID addressing scheme to facilitate
   the communication between Sensor and Client EIDs, and PortableQueue
   PortableChannel EIDs.

   (2) EIDs and RTRs are assigned to SensorEIDs and ClientEIDs

   (3) EIDs and RTRs are assigned to instantiated PortableQueueEIDs and
   PortableChannelEIDs.

   (4) PortableQueueEIDs, PortableChannelEIDs are deployed across a
   LISP overlay network.

   (5) Routing Locations (RLOC) of sensors and clients are determined by
   their current access anchor.

   (6) Socket RLOCS are determined by the edge compute instantiation and
   delegation procedures

   (7) Traffic is steered by LISP: from SensorEIDs to PortableQueueEIDs,
   and from PortableChannelEIDs to subscribed ClientEIDs.
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4.  Security Considerations

  The LISP overlay network is inherently secure and private.
  All information is conveyed using provisioned sockets.
  Provisioned sockets EIDs and RLOCs configured in RTRs.
  All traffic may be carried over encrypted encapsulation.

5.  Privacy Considerations

  Privacy and anti-tracking of clients and sensors by use of ephemeral
  EIDs which are configured in RTRs.

6.  Acknowledgments

7.  IANA Considerations

   No IANA considerations.
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